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ABSTRACT
In the framework of the density functional theory, in combination with the method of nonequilibrium Green functions (DFT+NEGF), electric transport characteristics of nanoswitchbased on ring opening of the 1,3-cyclohexadiene molecule (1,3-CHD) are modelled and
analyzed. The main electrotransport characteristics (density of states, transmission
spectrum, current-voltage characteristics (CVC), dI/dV-characteristics) of a nanoswitch,
consisting of Au(111) electrodes forming a nanogap of ~ 10.37 Å, where a 1,3-CHD molecule
is placed, upon external exposure of which its rings are opened and turns into a molecule of
1,3,5-hexatriene (1,3,5-HT). The opening of CHD molecule ring noticeably changes the
transmission spectrum of the nanodevice: a new peak appears at an energy of 4.4 eV and the
width of this peak increases with increasing distance between the ends of the opening σbound atoms. An analysis of the transmission spectrum, CVC and dI/dV-characteristics
revealed that the 1,3-CHD molecule weakly transmits electric current in the nanosystems
under consideration than the 1,3,5-HT molecule. With increasing distance between the final
CHD atoms, the slope of the CVC of nanodevices increases, which indicates a decrease in the
electrical resistance of the molecule after ring opening. The considered nanoswitch can be
used as building blocks for creating logical gates in computer technology.
Keywords: 1,3-cyclohexadiene,
electrotransport, nanoswitch
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INTRODUCTION

Recently, intensive studies of the physicochemical properties of various nanostructures has led
to the production of materials and devices with new unique characteristics that have made it
possible to solve a number of urgent problems both in the field of electronics and in all other areas
of science and technology [1, 2]. One of these tasks is the construction of logical gates of computer
technology based on nanomaterials, since quantum effects are now actively used for these
purposes [3–5]. Logical gates on various materials and new physical principles have already been
proposed and created – on carbon nanomaterials (graphene [6, 7], carbon nanotubes [8, 9],
fullerenes [10, 11]), on semiconductors [12–14], on heterostructures [15, 16], on
superconductors [17–19], on organic nanostructures [20–22] and others.
However, one cannot neglect the logic gates implemented on the old ideas of circuit electronics,
which are based on the use of advanced transistor switches [23, 24]. To implement the latter,
intensive research is underway to obtain new and effective types of nano-molecular switches
[25].
At present, the quantum transport characteristics of individual molecules for creating electronic
circuits and devices based on them are of great interest [26–28]. Effective molecular switches are
needed to control the operation of such nanocircuits and nanodevices, therefore, an active search
is underway for molecules capable of changing the electrical resistance, depending on the
external influence (irradiation, heating, electrical, magnetic and chemical effects), behave like a
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conductor (less resistance – the state is on), then like an insulator (high resistance – the state is
off). One of the common nanostructures that are candidates for the role of molecular switches is
considered to be the molecules of photochromic compounds (spirooxazines, digetariethenes,
spirooxazines, azobenzene and others), which are isomerized upon transition to higher excited
electronic states as a result of cis-trans isomerization, cyclic transformationsand proton photo
transfer [29].
In [30–32], the breaking of the cyclic molecule of 1,3-cyclohexadiene (1,3-CHD) and the vibrations
of the formed chain of 1,3,5-hexatriene (1,3,5-HT) were studied. In a 1,3-CHD molecule, the two
available double bonds are conjugated, that is, separated by only one bond. Under the action of
radiation (ultraviolet, X-ray, etc.), the σ-bond opposite the conjugated system breaks; at the same
time, the redistribution of the electrons of the double bonds occurs and as a result, an open
molecule 1,3,5-HT is formed (Fig. 1). In [33–35], the photochemical reactions of the opening of
the 1,3-CHD ring with the formation of 1,3,5-HT were studied and a low quantum yield the ring
opening reaction and an attractive interaction between the ends of the fissile CHD σ-bond were
revealed, which shows the restoration possibility on the shape of the ring. Such transformations
of cyclic molecules are of great interest, since when a molecule ring breaks, its electric transport
properties change, as well as structural rearrangements inside the molecules occur at ultrafast
time scales, which makes such molecules attractive for creating nanoswitches [36].
In this work, in the framework of the density functional theory in combination with the method
of nonequilibrium Green functions (DFT + NEGF), the electric transport characteristics of a
nanoswitch based on the conversion of 1,3-CHD → 1,3,5-HT located between gold Au(111)
electrodes are modelled and analyzed (Fig. 1).

Figure 1.Nanoswitch model based on 1,3-CHD→ 1,3,5-HT

2. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS AND BASIC EQUATIONS
The evolution of 1,3-CHD molecule ring breakage is shown in Fig. 2 (for the convenience of
describing each configuration, the letters A, B, C, D are conditionally assigned, respectively). In
1,3-CHD (A-configuration), the distance between adjacent hydrogen atoms is ~ 2.54 Å, and
between adjacent carbon atoms is ~ 1.51 Å. When the ring of the 1,3-CHD molecule is opened, in
the case where the B-configuration between carbon atoms at the rupture site increases to
~2.12 Å, and in the C-configuration it increases to ~ 4.03 Å.

carbon atom
hydrogen atom
Figure 2. 1,3-CHD molecule ring break evolution

In this work, a nanodevice consisting of gold electrodes (278 atoms) and forming a nanogap with
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a size of ~ 10.37 Å is considered as a nano-molecular switch (Fig. 3). A 1,3-CHD molecule is placed
in this nanogap, which, after external action (irradiation), begins to open; when it is straightened
(after full optimization of the nanostructure), it forms a 1,3,5-HT molecule.
The geometry of the studied nanodevices, in which the A-, B-, C-, D-configurations of the molecule
located between the two surfaces of Au(111), is used as the conduction channel is shown on Fig.
3 a–d. The length of the investigated structure is ~ 41.5 Å, and the length of the electrodes along
the C axis is ~ 7.06 Å. The distance between the two electrodes is about 27.38 Å. The size of the
scattering region of quasiparticles is comparable with size of the molecules of 1,3-CHD and 1,3,5HT. In the configurations under consideration, the distance from the Au(111) surfaces to the
molecule varies from ~ 2.9 Å (A-configuration) to ~ 2.1 Å (D-configuration).
The geometry optimization procedure for the nanostructures under consideration and the
interatomic interaction description were carried out in the framework of the DFT; the generalized
gradient approximation GGA-PBE was used as the exchange-correlation functional [37, 38], which
allows the most accurate description of such structures. The structure of the A-, B-, C-, Dconfigurations and the distance between atoms and electrodes are completely weakened until the
forces on the atoms of the molecule become less than 0.02 eV/Å, and the gold atoms are fixed in
their bulk positions (Fig. 3).

a

b

c
d
Figure 3.Geometry of nanodevices with A-, B-, C-, D-configurations

Computer simulation representing the electrical characteristics of the nanostructure was carried
out in the framework of the DFT using the method of NEGF in the local density approximation
(LDA) [39–41]. The simulation of the quantum transport characteristics of a nanostructure is
implemented in the Atomistix ToolKit with Virtual NanoLab program [42](basic equations of this
method are described in detail in [43–45]). To calculate the CVC and differential conductivity, the
transmission spectrum (function) T (  ) of the considered nanodevice is first determined:
T ( ) = tr  LG RG†  = tr  RG LG† 

(1)

where L( R) ( ) is the broadening matrix (broadening function) of the left (right) electrode, G (  )
, G † (  ) are the retarded and advanced Green functions respectively and  is the energy. The CVC
of a nanostructure is calculated on the basis of the well-known Landauer equation, which
indicates the fundamental relationship of the electric current with the transmission spectrum
[46]:
   − R 
2e +
  − L 
(2)
I (VL , VR , TL , TR ) =
−f
 T ( )  f 

 d
h −
 k BTL  
  k BTR 
where e is the electron charge, h is the Planck constant, f (  ) is the Fermi energy distribution
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function of quasiparticles, k B is the Boltzmann constant, TR , TL are the current temperatures and
R , L are the electrochemical potentials of the right and left electrode.
Note that the molecule is connected with two gold contacts capable of restoring equilibrium in
the process of electron transport.
The differential conductivity of the nanostructure was obtained by calculating a self-consistent
current for a number of applied biases and performing numerical differentiation:
1
2
I (Vbias
, TL , TR ) − I (Vbias
, TL , TR )
(3)
 (Vbias , TL , TR ) =
1
2
Vbias
− Vbias
To determine the density of state of a nanodevice, we first calculate its local density of states
(LDOS):
(4)
D (  , r ) =  ij ( )i ( r ) j ( r )
ij

where  (  ) =  L (  ) +  R ( ) ,  ( r ) are the basic orbitals. The DOS of a nanodevice is obtained by
integrating LDOS over the entire space:
(5)
D (  ) =  drD (  ) =  ij (  ) Sij
ij

where Sij =  i ( r ) j ( r ) dr is the overlap matrix.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of the calculation of the density of states of a nanodevice (DDOS) with various
molecular configurations are presented in Fig. 4. The DOS calculation is based on equations (4, 5).
As can be seen, with positive energy on DOS, no significant changes are observed, and with
negative energy, changes in DOS occur in intermediate B-, C-configurations.

Figure 4.DOS of the nanodevice “Au – (1,3-CHD→ 1,3,5-HT) – Au”

After ring breaking near the Fermi energy in the B- and C-configurations, DOS peak is observed,
which disappears after the molecule is straightened (1,3,5-HT). From the breaking of a molecule’s
ring (A-configuration) to its straightening (D-configuration) at an energy of ~-2.2 eV, the DOS
peak decreases from ~ 559 eV-1 to ~ 325 eV-1, respectively, with B-, C-configurations of DOS takes
the values of ~ 553 eV-1 and ~ 403 eV-1.
At negative energy, the DOS structure of C-configuration is noticeably different from the others:
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2 peaks of DOS 980.58 eV-1 and 508.1 eV-1 appear at energies of -4.68 eV and -4.2 eV, respectively,
associated with the structural transformations of the molecule. At energies ε ≈ -0.24 eV and
ε ≈ 1.08 eV, DOS peaks appear in all configurations under consideration, ranging from 59.4 eV-1
to 62 eV-1 and from 44.92 eV-1 to 47.56 eV-1, respectively. Note that in addition to these
characteristic peaks, the DOS features of the B- and C-configurations of 102.97 eV-1 and 25.82 eV1 arise at an energy of -0.48 eV, associated with unstable atomic positions, which still minimize
their energies.
The transmission spectra of the nanodevices at zero bias voltage calculated according to equation
(1) are presented in Fig. 5. It is known that the more peaks in the transmission spectrum, the
higher the indices of the transport of quasiparticles through the molecule. As you can see, the
electric transport of nanodevices with A- and B-configuration is worse than others. For example,
a nanodevice with an A-configuration transmits quasiparticles only at energies of -5.5 eV, -3.4 eV,
-3 eV. After a molecule ring breaks, significant changes are observed in the transmission
spectrum: a new peak appears at 4.4 eV, and with increasing distance of the breaking atoms, the
width of this peak increases.
The characteristic features of DOS in the form of a two-peak structure is also manifested in the
transmission
spectrum,
since
these
values
are
directly
proportional,
i.e.
T ( ) = D ( − U ) 2 1 2  , here, U is the self-consistent potential,  is the Luttinger parameter
[47]. Before ring breaking, these features are weakly manifested at energies of ~ -0.6 eV and 2.8
eV, and after the breaking and an increase in the interatomic distance at the ring opening site, the
distance between these peaks decreases and the transmission ability of the molecule increases.
For example, after breaking (B-configuration), these features arise at ~-0.4eV and 2.3 eV, and in
the C-configuration at 0.1 eV and 1.8 eV, when the structure is straightened, these peaks merge
after full optimization.
The peak of the transmission spectrum (at an energy of ~ -5.5 eV) decreases when the molecule’s
ring breaks, and then, when the structure is straightened(after optimization), increases.

Figure 5.Nanodevice transmission spectrum “Au – (1,3-CHD→ 1,3,5-HT) – Au”

Fig.6 presents information on the various contributions of different atoms of the A-, B-, C- and Dconfiguration of the molecule to local density of states (LDOS). As can be seen, the LDOS Au(111)
profile during structural transformations of the 1,3-CHD → 1,3,5-HT molecule does not change.
However, a change in the LDOS value of Au(111) layers is observed, which are located near the
CHD and HT molecules. These changes are explained by the interaction of surface Au atoms with
CHD and HT atoms. In nanosystems with A-, B- and D-configuration molecules, we observe a
quasi-uniform distribution of LDOS (Fig. 6, a, b, d, for clarity, we show the increased LDOS
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profiles). LDOS molecules of the C-configuration are of great importance relative to others,
associated with structural changes during straightening. A cluster of atoms of an under-optimized
structure is observed near the center of the nanodevice: 4 peaks of LDOS 35.3 eV -1Å-3, 51 eV-1Å-3,
107.46 eV-1Å-3, 67 eV-1Å-3 appear at values of ~ 0.4, 0.43, 0.54, 0.58 conv. units, respectively. After
the ring opening of the 1,3-CHD molecule, an asymmetry of the nanocontact geometry
(configurations B and C) occurs, which is eliminated after minimizing the energy of the structure
and completing the conversion of the 1,3-CHD molecule to the 1,3,5-HT molecule.
The simulation results of the CVC and differential conductivity are shown in Fig. 7 (CVC and
differential conductivity of the nanostructures under consideration were calculated using
equations (2, 3)). As can be seen, no current flows through the 1,3-CHD molecule (Aconfiguration). This is due to the formation of a barrier between the Au(111) electrode and the
1,3-CHD channel, since the distance from the Au(111) surface to the molecule is ~ 2.9 Å. Under
such conditions, overcoming the barrier by electrons will be difficult.

a

b

c
d
Figure 6.LDOS of “Au – (1,3-CHD→1,3,5-HT) – Au” nanodevice

A similar process proceeds in a nanostructure with a B-configuration. In the range of -1.8÷2.2 V,
practically no current flows through the nanodevice based on the B-configuration. The distance
from the Au(111) surface to the molecule is ~2.85 Å. However, at relatively large positive and
negative voltages of ~ ± 2 V, we observe an increase in current to ~± 5 μA. Preventing the flow of
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current through the A- and B-nanostructures is probably due to the effect of the Coulomb
blockade, which is removed with an increase in the bias voltage.
Further opening of the 1,3-CHD ring (C-, D-structure) leads to a significant reduction in the
distance from the electrode surface to the molecule ~ 2.5–2.1 Å, which allows the leakage
(tunneling) of electrons through the island molecule.
On the CVC of a C-nanodevice, in the intervals -1.29 ÷ 0.91 V, -0.58 ÷ 0.29 V and 0.32 ÷ 0.8 V, sharp
current drops are observed, which form sections of negative differential resistance (NDR). In the
voltage range from -1.5 V to 0.85 V, strong current oscillations occur due to resonant tunneling of
quasiparticles. These changes also appear on the dI/dV characteristic in the form of several
resonant peaks of 12 μS, 46.9 μS, and 57.76 μS at bias voltages of -1.44 V, -0.75 V and 0 V, which
demonstrates the strong effect of NDR (Fig. 6 b).

a
b
Figure 7.Current-voltage (a) and dI/dV characteristics (b) of nanodevices
“Au – (1,3-CHD→ 1,3,5-HT) – Au”

Oscillations of the characteristics are partially suppressed upon complete optimization of the 1,3CHD molecule after ring opening and conversion to 1,3,5-HT (D-structure). In this case, the
distance from the Au(111) surface to the 1,3,5-HT molecule is ~ 2.1 Å. On the СМС of the Dnanodevice, in the intervals of -1.75÷1.5 V and 1.53÷1.76 V, insignificant (in comparison with the
characteristics of the C structure) current drops are observed, which form sections of the NDR.
The differential conductivity and signals of the second derivative of the D-nanodevice resembles
the characteristics of a two-mode phonon system with a symmetric term [48, 49] (Fig. 8).
In such systems, the conductivity increases (or decreases) due to phonon scattering. The peaks
of the first mode of the d2I/dV2 characteristic of the nanodevice -1.6·105 nА/V2 and 2.2·105 nА/V2
arise at a bias voltage of -1.8 V and 1.8 V, respectively, and the second mode is -4·104 nА/V2 and
9·104 nА/V2– at a bias voltage of -0.9 V and 1.2 V. In [50], the interference effect is considered as
one of the mechanisms responsible for the occurrence of NDR. However, the interference effect
as a resonance phenomenon is suppressed by electron-phonon scattering. In our case, we believe
that the disappearance on the electric transport characteristics of the D-nanodevice of explicit
resonance effects is a suppression of resonant tunneling by the electron-phonon mechanism.
It should be noted that with the opening of the CHD ring, the slope of the CVC of nanodevices
increases, which indicates a decrease in the electrical resistance of the molecule (Fig. 7a).
Typically, such a change in the CVC occurs with increasing temperature of the system. In our case,
one of the reasons for the temperature increase may be the heating of the phonon system [48].
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Figure 8.Phonon characteristics of a nanodevice “Au – 1,3,5-HT – Au” (D-configuration): 1 – differential
conductivity of D-nanodevice, 2 – signals of the second derivative of the D-nanodevice, 3, 4 – dI/dV- and
d2I/dV2-characteristics of the phonon system with a symmetric term (first mode), respectively, 5 – dI/dVcharacteristic of a phonon system with a symmetric term (second mode)

In [51, 52], it was found that NDR occurs only with one sign of the applied voltage, and at a
different sign of the voltage this effect is absent. However, the possibility of the manifestation of
NDR on both stress axes depends on the symmetry of the nanodevice molecule [53]. In our case,
peaks and dips in the negative differential conductivity of the B- and C-nanostructures are
observed on both semiaxes of the applied voltage due to the quasi-symmetric structure of the
nanodevice, and in the C-nanodevice a significant NDR appears with a negative sign of the applied
voltage due to the asymmetry of the C-configuration of the molecule.
We believe that ring breaking of a 1,3-CHD molecule can also occur from microwave radiation if
the contacts are made of a superconducting material and the condition for the unsteady
Josephson effect is fulfilled ( I  I c ,where I is the transport current, I c is the critical current).
This would make it possible to create on their basis the basic logical gates AND, OR, NOT,
functioning according to the classical electric circuit and controlled by the transport current.
4. CONCLUSION
Thus, in this work, we determined the main electric transport characteristics (DOS, transmission
spectrum, CVC, dI/dV characteristics) of a nanoswitch consisting of Au(111) electrodes forming
a nanogap of ~ 10.37 Å, where the 1,3-CHD molecule is located, with an external the action of
which opens its rings and turns into a 1,3,5-HT molecule. It was shown that the DOS of a
nanodevice near the Fermi energy has a characteristic stable two-peak structure, as well as a
decreasing peak at an energy of ~ -2.2 eV, associated with the opening of the CHD ring. An analysis
of the transmission spectrum, CVC, and dI/dV characteristics revealed that the 1,3-CHD molecule
weakly transmits electric current in the nanosystems under consideration than the 1,3,5-HT
molecule. It is shown that the characteristics of the C-nanostructure are oscillatory in nature,
associated with resonant tunneling of quasiparticles, which, after rectification, are suppressed
possibly by electron-phonon scattering. The considered nanodevice can be used as a nanoswitch
and nanosensor, as well as building blocks for creating logical elements in computer technology.
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